
Executive Dashboards  
help you:

Compile the data most  
important to you

Collaborate with users

Focus on certain  
types of analysis

Share with stakeholders

RightFind Business Intelligence is the content usage, spend, and value analytics tool 
for RightFind Enterprise. It is the only solution to combine analytical tools for insights 
on content usage and spending, with budget tools to help you showcase the strategic 
value of the information center.

Within RightFind Business Intelligence, you can easily organize data by creating 
Executive Dashboards. 

RightFind Business Intelligence 
Executive Dashboards
Organize and share the data most valuable to you 
and your colleagues



Executive Dashboards in action

Compile the data most important to you

Save time by easily accessing the information you look for most often. After selecting 
the data points you’d like to appear in a dashboard, like spend by publisher or top 
journals, you can configure them by chart type, business unit and date range.

Collaborate with users

Dashboards can be private or shared with fellow RightFind Business Intelligence users. 
When other users have access to a dashboard, they can flag and comment on different 
areas of the dashboard, allowing for a collaborative space to review data.

Focus on certain types of analysis

Create dashboards that allow you to focus on data from several different angles to 
help tell your content ROI story. For example, reports can be created by geography, by 
department, or by document delivery, subscription, or token analysis.

Share with stakeholders

Ensure the right people are seeing information center data by enabling automatic 
emails. You’ll have the option of sending out a custom dashboard weekly, monthly or 
quarterly to non-RightFind users.

These customizable dashboards 
feature the data visualizations of  
your choice, and can be used to 
provide insights to stakeholders 
on the value of your organization’s 
content portfolio.

Request a demo
For more information about RightFind 
Business Intelligence:

For U.S. inquiries:

info@copyright.com

copyright.com/rightfindbi

For inquiries outside the U.S.:

info@rightsdirect.com

rightsdirect.com/rightfindbi

Select the data you would like to appear in your customizable Executive Dashboard

About CCC
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) helps 
organizations integrate, access, and share information through licensing, content, 
software, and professional services. With expertise in copyright and information 
management, CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders  
to design and deliver innovative information solutions that power decision-making  
by helping people integrate and navigate data sources and content assets.
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RightFind Business Intelligence is 
part of CCC’s RightFind Suite — a 
set of integrated, flexible software 
solutions that enable professionals 
at R&D-intensive companies to 
search, discover, access, read, share, 
organize, collaborate on and analyze 
content to generate data-driven 
insights that give their organizations 
a competitive edge.
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